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MANAGING COMMITTED REQUEST RATES

FOR SHARED RESOURCES

CROSS-REFERENCES TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This patent application claims the benefit of United States Patent Application No.

12/749,451, filed March 29, 2010, and United States Patent Application No. 12/749,449, filed

March 29, 2010, the contents of which are hereby incorporated herein by reference.

BACKGROUND

[0002] As an increasing number of applications and services are being made available over

networks such as the Internet, an increasing number of content, application, and/or service

providers are turning to technologies such as remote resource sharing cloud computing.

Cloud computing, in general, is an approach to providing access to electronic resources

through services, such as Web services, where the hardware and/or software used to support

those services is dynamically scalable to meet the needs of the services at any given time. A

user or customer typically will rent, lease, or otherwise pay for access to resources through

the cloud, and thus does not have to purchase and maintain the hardware and/or software to

provide access to these resources.

[0003] In some environments, multiple users can share resources such as data repositories,

wherein the users can concurrently send multiple read and/or write requests to be executed

against the same data instance, for example. Problems can arise, however, when the number

of concurrent requests exceeds the ability of the instance to process those requests. In one

example, a data server for an instance might get into an overload situation and begin putting

back pressure on the incoming requests in order to reduce the rate of incoming requests and

allow the system to recover from the overload situation. As a result of the push back,

however, customers might not receive a desired or necessary rate of request handling (e.g.,

satisfying or otherwise processing received requests), which can upset the customers and in

some cases cause the customers to look to other providers for data storage and similar

resources. Certain conventional approaches attempt to throttle requests when a particular

customer exceeds some usage threshold, for example, but these approaches tend to be

reactive and can still lead to the other customers of a resource experiencing slow downs and



overload situations. Further, conventional approaches do not provide customers with the

ability to easily adjust the rates or allocation of various resources.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0004] Various embodiments in accordance with the present disclosure will be described

with reference to the drawings, in which:

[0005] FIG. 1 illustrates an environment in which various embodiments can be

implemented;

[0006] FIG. 2 illustrates an example separation of management and host components that

can be used in accordance with various embodiments;

[0007] FIG. 3 illustrates an example allocation for multiple customers that can be used in

accordance with various embodiments;

[0008] FIG. 4 illustrates an example allocation across multiple resource instances that can

be used in accordance with various embodiments;

[0009] FIG. 5 illustrates an example allocation for multiple customers on a single resource

instance that can be used in accordance with various embodiments;

[0010] FIG. 6 illustrates an example allocation for an increased customer commitment

using multiple resource instances that can be used in accordance with various embodiments;

[0011] FIG. 7 illustrates an example process for obtaining a guaranteed level of service in

accordance with one embodiment;

[0012] FIG. 8 illustrates an example allocation for an increased customer commitment

using multiple resource instances that can be used in accordance with various embodiments;

[0013] FIG. 9 illustrates an example allocation for an increased customer commitment

including migrating data volumes and splitting across multiple resource instances that can be

used in accordance with various embodiments;

[0014] FIG. 10 illustrates an example allocation combining data volumes for a customer in

accordance with one embodiment; and

[0015] FIG. 11 illustrates an example environment that can take advantage of functionality

of the various embodiments.



DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0016] Systems and methods in accordance with various embodiments of the present

disclosure may overcome one or more of the aforementioned and other deficiencies

experienced in conventional approaches to managing aspects of resource sharing and

allocation in an electronic environment. For example, various embodiments enable users to

request a specific quality of service or level of processing, such as a minimum and/or

committed rate of input/output operations per second (IOPS) against a particular resource.

The requested amount can be any appropriate amount, which can be less than the total

amount provided by the respective resource, providing a finer granularity than is possible

with conventional approaches. Multiple customers can be assigned to a single resource, such

as a data server, with each of the customers potentially receiving a guaranteed level of

service. In various embodiments, customers requesting rate commitments that cannot be

provided by a single available resource can have the commitment spread across multiple

resources or resource instances. Each resource can have an acceptable level of guarantees

(e.g., rate commitments), which can be a percentage or portion of the total amount available

on the resource, the full amount available, or in some cases greater than the total amount.

Since customers often will not use the entire committed amount (e.g., the guaranteed rate of

IOPS), certain resources can have resource commitments above 100% of the available

capacity. Further, other customers can be provisioned on those resources as well. If less than

the full available capacity of a resource is committed to guarantee service levels, the

remaining customers can share the un-committed capacity. When one of the customers with

a guarantee is using less than the guaranteed amount, the other customers can utilize this

unused capacity, until such time as the guaranteed customer requests to use that capacity.

Such an approach improves the quality of service for non-committed customers, while

decreasing the cost of providing guaranteed service levels.

[0017] Customers in certain embodiments can provision resources in a fine-grained manner

that matches the customer's specific performance requirements. If, for example, a customer

has a database that requires 300 IOPS, the customer can provision a data volume with a

committed rate of 300 IOPS and pay only for that commitment, plus the amount of storage

requested. The customer will be able to complete at least 300 IOPS, averaged over some

period, for the data volume. If the customer submits 500 IOPS on average, the volume may

still complete 500 per second over time if the system is not under pressure; however, the

system will deliver at least the committed 300 over time even when under pressure.



[0018] In a conventional system, a customer wanting a certain IOPS rate typically has to

obtain the appropriate number of physical disks and pay for the amount of storage on those

disks. For typical workloads, the customer then has to overbuy considerably on storage to get

the desired IOPS rate. Using approaches of the various embodiments, customer can obtain a

guaranteed quality of service for a shared storage solution, at a level of granularity not

possible with conventional systems. The finer granularity can also represent significant cost

savings for a customer, as opposed to buying or renting dedicated hardware.

[0019] Systems and methods in accordance with various embodiments can also

automatically (utilizing algorithms and/or appropriate logic executed by at least one

computing device) migrate data volumes, adjust resource commitments, and handle other

such tasks pertaining to request rate commitments or other quality of service levels. In some

embodiments, a customer might request a change in commitment level, or the system or

service might determine that a change in commitment level is to be executed. In accordance

with various embodiments, the capacity of various resources can be determined and the

commitment for a customer can be adjusted automatically, without the customer having to

adjust or change any parameters, applications, etc., in order to effect the change. Data

volumes can be migrated, split, combined, or otherwise manipulated in accordance with

various embodiments, depending at least in part upon the committed rate or change in rate.

Changes can be managed from a control plane, for example, with appropriate calls being

made into the data plane.

[0020] Systems and methods in accordance with various embodiments are operable to

management access to resources such as data storage. In at least some embodiments, these

approaches include providing a block data storage service that uses multiple server storage

systems to reliably store block data that may be accessed and used over one or more networks

by any of various users, applications, processes, and/or services. Users of the block data

storage service may each create one or more block data storage volumes that each have a

specified amount of block data storage space, and may initiate use of such a block data

storage volume (also referred to as a "volume" herein) by one or more executing programs,

with at least some such volumes having copies stored by two or more of the multiple server

storage systems so as to enhance volume reliability and availability to the executing

programs. As one example, the multiple server block data storage systems that store block

data may in some embodiments be organized into one or more pools or other groups that each

have multiple physical server storage systems co-located at a geographical location, such as

in each of one or more geographically distributed data centers, and the program(s) that use a



volume stored on a server block data storage system in a data center may execute on one or

more other physical computing systems at that data center.

[0021] In addition, in at least some embodiments, applications that access and use one or

more such non-local block data storage volumes over one or more networks may each have

an associated node manager that manages the access to those non-local volumes by the

program, such as a node manager module that is provided by the block data storage service

and/or that operates in conjunction with one or more Block Data Service (BDS) System

Manager modules. For example, a first user who is a customer of the block data storage

service may create a first block data storage volume, and execute one or more program copies

on one or more computing nodes that are instructed to access and use the first volume (e.g., in

a serial manner, in a simultaneous or other overlapping manner, etc.). When an application

executing on a computing node initiates use of a non-local volume, the application may

mount or otherwise be provided with a logical block data storage device that is local to the

computing node and that represents the non-local volume, such as to allow the executing

program to interact with the local logical block data storage device in the same manner as any

other local hard drive or other physical block data storage device that is attached to the

computing node (e.g. , to perform read and write data access requests, to implement a file

system or database or other higher-level data structure on the volume, etc.). For example, in

at least some embodiments, a representative logical local block data storage device may be

made available to an executing program via use of an appropriate technology, such as GNBD

("Global Network Block Device") technology. In addition, when an application interacts

with the representative local logical block data storage device, the associated node manager

may manage those interactions by communicating over one or more networks with at least

one of the server block data storage systems that stores a copy of the associated non-local

volume (e.g., in a manner transparent to the executing program and/or computing node) so as

to perform the interactions on that stored volume copy on behalf of the executing program.

Furthermore, in at least some embodiments, at least some of the described techniques for

managing access of applications and services to non-local block data storage volumes are

automatically performed by embodiments of a Node Manager module.

[0022] In at least some embodiments, block data storage volumes (or portions of those

volumes) may further be stored on one or more remote archival storage systems that are

distinct from the server block data storage systems used to store volume copies. In various

embodiments, the one or more remote archival storage systems may be provided by the block

data storage service (e.g., at a location remote from a data center or other geographical



location that has a pool of co-located server block data storage systems), or instead may be

provided by a remote long-term storage service and used by the block data storage, and in at

least some embodiments the archival storage system may store data in a format other than

block data (e.g., may store one or more chunks or portions of a volume as distinct objects).

[0023] In some embodiments, at least some of the described techniques are performed on

behalf of a program execution service that manages execution of multiple programs on behalf

of multiple users of the program execution service. In some embodiments, the program

execution service may have groups of multiple co-located physical host computing systems,

and may execute users' programs on those physical host computing systems, such as under

control of a program execution service ("PES") system manager, as discussed in greater detail

below. In such embodiments, users of the program execution service (e.g., customers of the

program execution service who pay fees to use the program execution service) who are also

users of the block data storage service may execute programs that access and use non-local

block data storage volumes provided via the block data storage service. In other

embodiments, a single organization may provide at least some of both program execution

service capabilities and block data storage service capabilities (e.g., in an integrated manner,

such as part of a single service), while in yet other embodiments the block data storage

service may be provided in environments that do not include a program execution service

(e.g., internally to a business or other organization to support operations of the organization).

[0024] In addition, the host computing systems on which programs execute may have

various forms in various embodiments. Multiple such host computing systems may, for

example, be co-located in a physical location (e.g., a data center), and may be managed by

multiple node manager modules that are each associated with a subset of one or more of the

host computing systems. At least some of the host computing systems may each include

sufficient computing resources (e.g. , volatile memory, CPU cycles or other CPU usage

measure, network bandwidth, swap space, etc.) to execute multiple programs simultaneously,

and, in at least some embodiments, some or all of the computing systems may each have one

or more physically attached local block data storage devices (e.g., hard disks, tape drives,

etc.) that can be used to store local copies of programs to be executed and/or data used by

such programs. Furthermore, at least some of the host computing systems in some such

embodiments may each host multiple virtual machine computing nodes that each may

execute one or more programs on behalf of a distinct user, with each such host computing

system having an executing hypervisor or other virtual machine monitor that manages the

virtual machines for that host computing system. For host computing systems that execute



multiple virtual machines, the associated node manager module for the host computing

system may in some embodiments execute on at least one of multiple hosted virtual machines

(e.g., as part of or in conjunction with the virtual machine monitor for the host computing

system), while in other situations a node manager may execute on a physical computing

system distinct from one or more other host computing systems being managed.

[0025] The server block data storage systems on which volumes are stored may also have

various forms in various embodiments. In at least some embodiments, some or all of the

server block data storage systems may be physical computing systems similar to the host

computing systems that execute programs, and in some such embodiments may each execute

server storage system software to assist in the provision and maintenance of volumes on those

server storage systems. For example, in at least some embodiments, one or more of such

server block data storage computing systems may execute at least part of the BDS System

Manager, such as if one or more BDS System Manager modules are provided in a distributed

peer-to-peer manner by multiple interacting server block data storage computing systems. In

other embodiments, at least some of the server block data storage systems may be network

storage devices that may lack some I/O components and/or other components of physical

computing systems, such as if at least some of the provision and maintenance of volumes on

those server storage systems is performed by other remote physical computing systems (e.g.,

by a BDS System Manager module executing on one or more other computing systems). In

addition, in some embodiments, at least some server block data storage systems each

maintains multiple local hard disks, and stripes at least some volumes across a portion of each

of some or all of the local hard disks. Furthermore, various types of techniques for creating

and using volumes may be used, including in some embodiments to use LVM ("Logical

Volume Manager") technology.

[0026] In at least some embodiments, some or all block data storage volumes each have

copies stored on two or more distinct server block data storage systems, such as to enhance

reliability and availability of the volumes. By doing so, failure of a single server block data

storage system may not cause access of executing programs to a volume to be lost, as use of

that volume by those executing programs may be switched to another available server block

data storage system that has a copy of that volume. In such embodiments, consistency may

be maintained between the multiple copies of a volume on the multiple server block data

storage systems in various ways. For example, in some embodiments, one of the server block

data storage systems is designated as storing the primary copy of the volume, and the other

one or more server block data storage systems are designated as storing mirror copies of the



volume in such embodiments, the server block data storage system that has the primary

volume copy (referred to as the "primary server block data storage system" for the volume)

may receive and handle data access requests for the volume, and in some such embodiments

may further take action to maintain the consistency of the other mirror volume copies (e.g.,

by sending update messages to the other server block data storage systems that provide the

mirror volume copies when data in the primary volume copy is modified, such as in a master-

slave computing relationship manner). Various types of volume consistency techniques may

be used, with additional details included below.

[0027] In addition to maintaining reliable and available access of executing programs to

block data storage volumes by moving or otherwise replicating volume copies when server

block data storage systems become unavailable, the block data storage service may perform

other actions in other situations to maintain access of executing programs to block data

storage volumes. For example, if a first executing program unexpectedly becomes

unavailable, in some embodiments the block data storage service and/or program execution

service may take actions to have a different second executing program (e.g., a second copy of

the same program that is executing on a different host computing system) attach to some or

all block data storage volumes that were in use by the unavailable first program, so that the

second program can quickly take over at least some operations of the unavailable first

program. The second program may in some situations be a new program whose execution is

initiated by the unavailability of the existing first program, while in other situations the

second program may already be executing (e.g., if multiple program copies are concurrently

executed to share an overall load of work, such as multiple Web server programs that receive

different incoming client requests as mediated by a load balancer, with one of the multiple

program copies being selected to be the second program; if the second program is a standby

copy of the program that is executing to allow a "hot" swap from the existing first program in

the event of unavailability, such as without the standby program copy being actively used

until the unavailability of the existing first program occurs; etc.). In addition, in some

embodiments, a second program to which an existing volume's attachment and ongoing use is

switched may be on another host physical computing system in the same geographical

location (e.g., the same data center) as the first program, while in other embodiments the

second program may be at a different geographical location (e.g., a different data center, such

as in conjunction with a copy of the volume that was previously or concurrently moved to

that other data center and will be used by that second program). Furthermore, in some

embodiments, other related actions may be taken to further facilitate the switch to the second



program, such as by redirecting some communications intended for the unavailable first

program to the second program.

[0028] As previously noted, in at least some embodiments, some or all block data storage

volumes each have copies stored on two or more distinct server block data storage systems at

a single geographical location, such as within the same data center in which executing

programs will access the volume by locating all of the volume copies and executing programs

at the same data center or other geographical location, various desired data access

characteristics may be maintained (e.g., based on one or more internal networks at that data

center or other geographical location), such as latency and throughput. For example, in at

least some embodiments, the described techniques may provide access to non-local block

data storage that has access characteristics that are similar to or better than access

characteristics of local physical block data storage devices, but with much greater reliability

that is similar to or exceeds reliability characteristics of RAID ("Redundant Array of

Independent (or Inexpensive) Disks") systems and/or dedicated SANs ("Storage Area

Networks") and at much lower cost. In other embodiments, the primary and mirror copies for

at least some volumes may instead be stored in other manners, such as at different

geographical locations (e.g., different data centers), such as to further maintain availability of

a volume even if an entire data center becomes unavailable. In embodiments in which

volume copies may be stored at different geographical locations, a user may in some

situations request that a particular program be executed proximate to a particular volume

(e.g., at the same data center at which the primary volume copy is located), or that a

particular volume be located proximate to a particular executing program, such as to provide

relatively high network bandwidth and low latency for communications between the

executing program and primary volume copy.

[0029] Furthermore, access to some or all of the described techniques may in some

embodiments be provided in a fee-based or other paid manner to at least some users. For

example, users may pay one-time fees, periodic (e.g. , monthly) fees and/or one or more types

of usage-based fees to use the block data storage service to store and access volumes, to use

the program execution service to execute programs, and/or to use archival storage systems

(e.g., provided by a remote long-term storage service) to store long-term backups or other

snapshot copies of volumes. Fees may be based on one or more factors and activities, such as

indicated in the following non-exclusive list: based on the size of a volume, such as to create

the volume (e.g., as a one-time fee), to have ongoing storage and/or use of the volume (e.g., a

monthly fee), etc.; based on non-size characteristics of a volume, such as a number of mirror



copies, characteristics of server block data storage systems (e.g., data access rates, storage

sizes, etc.) on which the primary and/or mirror volume copies are stored, and/or a manner in

which the volume is created (e.g., a new volume that is empty, a new volume that is a copy of

an existing volume, a new volume that is a copy of a snapshot volume copy, etc.); based on

the size of a snapshot volume copy, such as to create the snapshot volume copy (e.g., as a

one-time fee) and/or have ongoing storage of the volume (e.g., a monthly fee); based on the

non-size characteristics of one or more snapshot volume copies, such as a number of

snapshots of a single volume, whether a snapshot copy is incremental with respect to one or

more prior snapshot copies, etc.; based on usage of a volume, such as the amount of data

transferred to and/or from a volume (e.g., to reflect an amount of network bandwidth used), a

number of data access requests sent to a volume, a number of executing programs that attach

to and use a volume (whether sequentially or concurrently), etc.; based on the amount of data

transferred to and/or from a snapshot, such as in a manner similar to that for volumes; etc. In

addition, the provided access may have various forms in various embodiments, such as a

onetime purchase fee, an ongoing rental fee, and/or based on another ongoing subscription

basis. Furthermore, in at least some embodiments and situations, a first group of one or more

users may provide data to other users on a fee-based basis, such as to charge the other users

for receiving access to current volumes and/or historical snapshot volume copies created by

one or more users of the first group (e.g., by allowing them to make new volumes that are

copies of volumes and/or of snapshot volume copies; by allowing them to use one or more

created volumes; etc.), whether as a one-time purchase fee, an ongoing rental fee, or on

another ongoing subscription basis.

[0030] In some embodiments, one or more application programming interfaces (APIs) may

be provided by the block data storage service, program execution service and/or remote long-

term storage service, such as to allow other programs to programmatically initiate various

types of operations to be performed (e.g., as directed by users of the other programs). Such

operations may allow some or all of the previously described types of functionality to be

invoked, and include, but are not limited to, the following types of operations: to create,

delete, attach, detach, or describe volumes; to create, delete, copy or describe snapshots; to

specify access rights or other metadata for volumes and/or snapshots; to manage execution of

programs; to provide payment to obtain other types of functionality; to obtain reports and

other information about use of capabilities of one or more of the services and/or about fees

paid or owed for such use; etc. The operations provided by the API may be invoked by, for

example, executing programs on host computing systems of the program execution service

and/or by computing systems of customers or other users that are external to the one or more



geographical locations used by the block data storage service and/or program execution

service.

[0031] FIG. 1 illustrates an example network configuration 100 in which multiple

computing systems are operable to execute various programs, applications, and/or services,

and further operable to access reliable non-local block data storage, such as under the control

of a block data storage service and/or program execution service, in accordance with various

embodiments. In particular, in this example, a program execution service manages the

execution of programs on various host computing systems located within a data center 102,

and a block data storage service uses multiple other server block data storage systems at the

data center to provide reliable non-local block data storage to those executing programs.

Multiple remote archival storage systems external to the data center may also be used to store

additional copies of at least some portions of at least some block data storage volumes.

[0032] In this example, a data center 102 includes a number of racks 104, each rack

including a number of host computing devices 106, as well as an optional rack support

computing system 134 in this example embodiment. The host computing systems 106 on the

illustrated rack 104 each host one or more virtual machines 110 in this example, as well as a

distinct Node Manager module 108 associated with the virtual machines on that host

computing system to manage those virtual machines. One or more other host computing

systems 116 may also each host one or more virtual machines 110 in this example. Each

virtual machine 110 may act as an independent computing node for executing one or more

program copies (not shown) for a user (not shown), such as a customer of the program

execution service. In addition, this example data center 102 further includes additional host

computing systems 114 that do not include distinct virtual machines, but may nonetheless

each act as a computing node for one or more programs (not shown) being executed for a

user. In this example, a Node Manager module 112 executing on a computing system (not

shown) distinct from the host computing systems 114 and 116 is associated with those host

computing systems to manage the computing nodes provided by those host computing

systems, such as in a manner similar to the Node Manager modules 108 for the host

computing systems 106. The rack support computing system 134 may provide various utility

services for other computing systems local to its rack 102 (e.g., long-term program storage,

metering, and other monitoring of program execution and/or of non-local block data storage

access performed by other computing systems local to the rack, etc.), as well as possibly to

other computing systems located in the data center. Each computing system may also have

one or more local attached storage devices (not shown), such as to store local copies of



programs and/or data created by or otherwise used by the executing programs, as well as

various other components.

[0033] In this example, an optional computing system 118 is also illustrated that executes a

PES System Manager module for the program execution service to assist in managing the

execution of programs on the computing nodes provided by the host computing systems

located within the data center (or optionally on computing systems located in one or more

other data centers 128, or other remote computing systems 132 external to the data center).

As discussed in greater detail elsewhere, a PES System Manager module may provide a

variety of services in addition to managing execution of programs, including the management

of user accounts (e.g., creation, deletion, billing, etc.); the registration, storage, and

distribution of programs to be executed; the collection and processing of performance and

auditing data related to the execution of programs; the obtaining of payment from customers

or other users for the execution of programs; etc. In some embodiments, the PES System

Manager module may coordinate with the Node Manager modules 108 and 112 to manage

program execution on computing nodes associated with the Node Manager modules, while in

other embodiments the Node Manager modules may not assist in managing such execution of

programs.

[0034] This example the data center 102 also includes a computing system 124 that

executes a Block Data Storage ("BDS") system manager module for the block data storage

service to assist in managing the availability of non-local block data storage to programs

executing on computing nodes provided by the host computing systems located within the

data center (or optionally on computing systems located in one or more other data centers

128, or other remote computing systems 132 external to the data center). In particular, in this

example, the data center 102 includes a pool of multiple server block data storage systems

122, which each have local block storage for use in storing one or more volume copies 120.

Access to the volume copies 120 is provided over the internal network(s) 126 to programs

executing on various computing nodes 110 and 114. As discussed in greater detail elsewhere,

a BDS System Manager module may provide a variety of services related to providing non

local block data storage functionality, including the management of user accounts (e.g. ,

creation, deletion, billing, etc.); the creation, use and deletion of block data storage volumes

and snapshot copies of those volumes; the collection and processing of performance and

auditing data related to the use of block data storage volumes and snapshot copies of those

volumes; the obtaining of payment from customers or other users for the use of block data

storage volumes and snapshot copies of those volumes; etc. In some embodiments, the BDS



System Manager module may coordinate with the Node Manager modules to manage use of

volumes by programs executing on associated computing nodes, while in other embodiments

the Node Manager modules may not be used to manage such volume use. In addition, in

other embodiments, one or more BDS System Manager modules may be structured in other

manners, such as to have multiple instances of the BDS System Manager executing in a

single data center (e.g., to share the management of non-local block data storage by programs

executing on the computing nodes provided by the host computing systems located within the

data center), and/or such as to have at least some of the functionality of a BDS System

Manager module being provided in a distributed manner by software executing on some or all

of the server block data storage systems 122 (e.g., in a Peer to-peer manner, without any

separate centralized BDS System Manager module on a computing system 124).

[0035] In this example, the various host computing systems, server block data storage

systems, and computing systems are interconnected via one or more internal networks 126 of

the data center, which may include various networking devices (e.g., routers, switches,

gateways, etc.) that are not shown. In addition, the internal networks 126 are connected to an

external network 130 (e.g., the Internet or other public network) in this example, and the data

center 102 may further include one or more optional devices (not shown) at the interconnect

between the data center and an external network (e.g., network proxies, load balancers,

network address translation devices, etc.). In this example, the data center 102 is connected

via the external network 130 to one or more other data centers 128 that each may include

some or all of the computing systems and storage systems illustrated with respect to data

center 102, as well as other remote computing systems 132 external to the data center. The

other computing systems 132 may be operated by various parties for various purposes, such

as by the operator of the data center or third parties (e.g., customers of the program execution

service and/or of the block data storage service). In addition, one or more of the other

computing systems may be archival storage systems (e.g., as part of a remote network-

accessible storage service) with which the block data storage service may interact, such as

under control of one or more archival manager modules (not shown) that execute on the one

or more other computing systems or instead on one or more computing systems of the data

center, as described in greater detail elsewhere. Furthermore, while not illustrated here, in at

least some embodiments, at least some of the server block data storage systems 122 may

further be interconnected with one or more other networks or other connection mediums,

such as a high-bandwidth connection over which the server storage systems 122 may share

volume data (e.g., for purposes of replicating copies of volumes and/or maintaining

consistency between primary and mirror copies of volumes), with such a high-bandwidth



connection not being available to the various host computing systems in at least some such

embodiments.

[0036] It will be appreciated that the example of FIG. 1 has been simplified for the

purposes of explanation, and that the number and organization of host computing systems,

server block data storage systems and other devices may be much larger than what is depicted

in FIG. 1. For example, as one illustrative embodiment, there may be approximately 4,000

computing systems per data center, with at least some of those computing systems being host

computing systems that may each host fifteen virtual machines, and/or with some of those

computing systems being server block data storage systems that may each store several

volume copies. If each hosted virtual machine executes one program, then such a data center

may execute as many as sixty thousand program copies at one time. Furthermore, hundreds

or thousands (or more) volumes may be stored on the server block data storage systems,

depending on the number of server storage systems, size of the volumes, and number of

mirror copies per volume. It will be appreciated that in other embodiments, other numbers of

computing systems, programs and volumes may be used.

[0037] FIG. 2 illustrates an example environment 200 including computing systems

suitable for managing the provision and use of reliable non-local block data storage

functionality to clients that can be used in accordance with various embodiments. In this

example, a management system 202, such as one or more server computers including one or

more externally-facing customer interfaces, is programmed to execute an embodiment of at

least one BDS System Manager module 204 to manage provisioning of non-local block data

storage functionality to programs executing on host computing systems 208 and/or on at least

some other computing systems 218, such as to block data storage volumes (not shown)

provided by the server block data storage systems 220. Each of the host computing systems

208 in this example also executes an embodiment of a Node Manager module 210 to manage

access of programs 214 executing on the host computing system to at least some of the non

local block data storage volumes, such as in a coordinated manner with the BDS System

Manager module 204 over a network 216 (e.g., an internal network of a data center, not

shown, that includes the computing systems 202, 208, 220, and optionally at least some of the

other computing systems 218). In other embodiments, some or all of the Node Manager

modules 210 may instead manage one or more other computing systems (e.g., the other

computing systems 218).

[0038] In addition, multiple server block data storage systems 220 are illustrated that each

can store at least some of the non-local block data storage volumes (not shown) used by the



executing programs 214, with access to those volumes also provided over the network 216 in

this example. One or more of the server block data storage systems 220 may also each store

a server software component (not shown) that manages operation of one or more of the server

block data storage systems, as well as various information (not shown) about the data that is

stored by the server block data storage systems. Thus, in at least some embodiments, the

server computing system 202 of FIG. 2 may correspond to the computing system 124 of

FIG. 1, one or more of the Node Manager modules 108 and 112 of FIG. 1 may correspond to

the Node Manager modules 210 of FIG. 2, and/or one or more of the server block data

storage computing systems 220 of FIG. 2 may correspond to server block data storage

systems 122 of FIG. 1. In addition, in this example embodiment, multiple archival storage

systems 222 are illustrated, which may store snapshot copies and/or other copies of at least

portions of at least some block data storage volumes stored on the server block data storage

systems 220. The archival storage systems 222 may also interact with some or all of the

computing systems 202, 208, and 220, and in some embodiments may be remote archival

storage systems (e.g., of a remote storage service, not shown) that interact with the computing

systems over one or more other external networks (not shown).

[0039] The other computing systems 218 may further include other proximate or remote

computing systems of various types in at least some embodiments, including computing

systems via which customers or other users of the block data storage service interact with the

management and/or host systems. Furthermore, one or more of the other computing systems

218 may further execute a PES System Manager module to coordinate execution of programs

on the host computing systems 208 and/or other host computing systems 218, or the

management system 202 or one of the other illustrated computing systems may instead

execute such a PES System Manager module, although a PES System Manager module is not

illustrated in this example.

[0040] In the illustrated embodiment, a Node Manager module 210 is executing in memory

in order to manage one or more other programs 214 executing in memory on the computing

system, such as on behalf of customers of the program execution service and/or block data

storage service. In some embodiments, some or all of the computing systems 208 may host

multiple virtual machines, and if so, each of the executing programs 214 may be an entire

virtual machine image (e.g., with an operating system and one or more application programs)

executing on a distinct hosted virtual machine computing node. The Node Manager module

210 may similarly be executing on another hosted virtual machine, such as a privileged

virtual machine monitor that manages the other hosted virtual machines. In other



embodiments, the executing program copies 214 and the Node Manager module 210 may

execute as distinct processes on a single operating system (not shown) executed on a single

computing system 208.

[0041] The archival storage system 222 is operable to execute at least one Archival

Manager module 224 in order to manage operation of one or more of the archival storage

systems, such as on behalf of customers of the block data storage service and/or of a distinct

storage service that provides the archival storage systems. In other embodiments, the

Archival Manager module(s) 224 may instead be executing on another computing system,

such as one of the other computing systems 218 or on the management system 202 in

conjunction with the BDS System Manager module 204. In addition, while not illustrated

here, in some embodiments various information about the data that is stored by the archival

storage systems 222 may be maintained in storage for the archival storage systems or

elsewhere.

[0042] The BDS System Manager module 204 and Node Manager modules 210 may take

various actions to manage the provisioning and/or use of reliable non-local block data storage

functionality to clients (e.g., executing programs), as described in greater detail elsewhere. In

this example, the BDS System Manager module 204 may maintain a database 206 that

includes information about volumes stored on the server block data storage systems 220

and/or on the archival storage systems 222 (e.g., for use in managing the volumes), and may

further store various other information (not shown) about users or other aspects of the block

data storage service. In other embodiments, information about volumes may be stored in

other manners, such as in a distributed manner by Node Manager modules 210 on their

computing systems and/or by other computing systems. In addition, in this example, each

Node Manager module 210 on a host computing system 208 may store information 212 about

the current volumes attached to the host computing system and used by the executing

programs 214 on the host computing system, such as to coordinate interactions with the

server block data storage systems 220 that provide the primary copies of the volumes, and to

determine how to switch to a mirror copy of a volume if the primary volume copy becomes

unavailable. While not illustrated here, each host computing system may further include a

distinct logical local block data storage device interface for each volume attached to the host

computing system and used by a program executing on the computing system, which may

further appear to the executing programs as being indistinguishable from one or more other

local physically attached storage devices that provide local storage.



[0043] An environment such as that illustrated with respect to FIGS. 1-2 can be used to

provide and manage resources shared among various customers. In one embodiment, a

virtualized storage system can be provided using a number of data servers, each having a

number of storage devices (e.g., storage disks) attached thereto. The storage system can

expose the storage to the customers as a Web service, for example. Customers then can

submit Web services requests, or other appropriate requests or calls, to allocate storage on

those servers and/or access that storage from the instances provisioned for those customers.

In certain embodiments, a user is able to access the data volumes of these storage devices as

if those storage devices are conventional block devices. Since the data volumes will appear

to the customer instances as if each volume is a disk drive or similar block device, the

volumes can be addressed with offsets, lengths, and other such conventional block device

aspects. Further, such a system can provide what will be referred to herein as "read after

write" consistency, wherein data is guaranteed to be able to be read from the data as soon as

the data is written to one of these data volumes. Such a system can provide relatively low

latency, such as latencies less than about ten milliseconds. Such a system thus in many ways

functions as a traditional storage area network (SAN), but with improved performance and

scalability.

[0044] Using a management system as illustrated in FIG. 2, for example, a customer can

make a Web service call into an appropriate API of a Web service layer of the system to

provision a data volume and attach that volume to a data instance for that customer. The

management system can be thought of as residing in a control plane, or control environment,

with the data volumes and block storage devices residing in a separate data plane, or data

environment. In one example, a customer with at least one provisioned instance can call a

"CreateVolume" or similar API, via Web services, which enables the customer to specify the

amount allows them to specify the amount of storage to be allocated, such as a value between

1GB and 1TB, in 1GB increments. Components of the control plane, such as a BDS system

manager module, can call into the data plane to allocate the desired amount of storage from

the available resources, and can provide the customer with an identifier for the data volume.

In some embodiments, the customer then can call an "AttachVolume" or similar API,

wherein the customer provides values for parameters such as an instance identifier, a volume

identifier, and a device name, depending on factors such as the operating system of the

instance, using a scheme that the operating system provides for hard drives and similar

storage devices, as from inside the instance there is no apparent difference, from at least a

functionality and naming point of view, from a physical hard drive. Once the customer has

attached the data volume to a provisioned instance, the customer can perform various



functionality, such as to build a file system, use as raw storage for a data system, or any other

such activity that would normally be performed with a conventional storage device. When

the customer no longer requires the data volume, or for any other appropriate reason, the

customer can call a "DetatchVolume" or similar API, which can cause the association of the

instance to that volume to be removed. In some embodiments, the customer can then attach a

new instance or perform any of a number of other such activities. Since the data volume will

fail independently of the instances in some embodiments, the customer can attach a volume

to a new instance if a currently associated instance fails.

[0045] In certain approaches, a customer requesting a data volume is not able to select or

request a particular type of volume, or a particular type of performance. A customer is

typically granted an amount of storage, and the performance follows a "best effort" type of

approach, wherein customer requests are performed based on the capability, load, and other

such factors of the system at the time of the request. Each customer is typically charged the

same amount per unit measure, such as the same dollar amount per gigabyte of storage per

month, as well as the same amount per number of I/O requests per month, charged in an

amount such as in increments of millions of requests per month.

[0046] As discussed above, however, such an approach can be problematic in situations

such as where the number of requests waiting to be processed by an instance exceeds the

ability of the instance to process those requests. Even if a customer is within the expected or

allocated number of requests for that customer, other customers submitting requests to that

instance can exceed their allocation, creating an overload situation where the data server for

the instance can begin putting back pressure on the incoming requests in order to reduce the

rate of incoming requests and allow the system to move out of the overload situation. Thus,

each customer on the device with pending requests can experience a decrease in the rate of

request handling (the "request rate"), as well as other issues such as a decrease in available

storage.

[0047] Systems and methods in accordance with various embodiments enable customers to

ensure a minimum level of performance by enabling each customer to specify one or more

committed request rates or other performance guarantees. In addition to a minimum amount

of storage, each customer can purchase a committed rate of operations, such as a specific

number of input/output (I/O) operations per second (IOPS). In previous systems,

performance guarantees were obtained by dedicating an entire machine to a customer, along

with dedicated bandwidth, etc., which often is overkill. Embodiments discussed herein can

allow customers to purchase performance guarantees at any appropriate level of granularity.



By managing the performance allocations for customers on various resources, systems and

methods in accordance with various embodiments can enable customers to purchase volumes

that have an IOPS guarantee at any appropriate level, such as between 1 IOPS and 5,000

IOPS. By allocating portions of disks, spindles, and other such resources, a system can offer

customers guaranteed levels of storage and/or IOPS.

[0048] Systems and methods in accordance with various embodiments allow users to share

resources, providing specific guarantees or commitments with respect to those resources at a

level of granularity that is not possible with conventional solutions. In many cases,

customers may wish to specify a minimum processing rate, such as a minimum number of

I/O operations per second (IOPS). Approaches in accordance with various embodiments can

commit the desired amount of server and other resources necessary to provide at least a

committed level of performance. By committing to a level of performance, a customer can

receive a consistent quality of service level that is not affected by the performance of other

customers sharing a device or resource. Even in an overload situation, the customer can

receive at least the guaranteed level of service. The amount of guaranteed service can depend

upon various factors, as well as the amount specified and paid for by the customer.

[0049] For example, FIG. 3 illustrates an example distribution 300 wherein the processing

capacity of a server 302 is allocated among several customers. In this example, the server is

determined to have a capacity for about 500 IOPS. This value can be an estimated or average

value, and can be determined or adjusted over time based on monitored performance or other

such information. While all 500 IOPS can be allocated in some embodiments, it can be

desirable in other embodiments to only allocate a threshold amount, percentage, or other

portion of the total capacity as guarantees. Since the processing time for each request can

vary, the number of IOPS at any given time can vary as well, such that allocating all 500

IOPS might cause short periods of time where the customers are unable to receive their

guarantees when the actual performance is on the order of 450 IOPS due to the nature of the

requests being processed, etc.

[0050] In this example, the system might be able to allocate up to 400 of the 500 IOPS

available for the server 302. As can be seen, Customer A has been allocated a committed 200

IOPS, Customer B has been allocated a committed 100 IOPS, and Customer C has been

allocated a committed 55 IOPS. The remaining customers on the server then can utilize a

"best performance" or similar approach sharing the remaining 145 IOPS (on average). The

number of customers sharing the remaining IOPS can be selected or limited based upon a



number of factors, such that the remaining customers can still obtain a desirable level of

performance a large percentage of the time.

[0051] In many cases, however, Customers A, B, and C will not all utilize their entire

committed capacity. Each of those customers might pay to guarantee a level of performance

such that the level is available when needed, but often will not actually be running near that

peak capacity. In this situation, the remaining Customers D-Z can actually share more than

the remaining 145 IOPS, as those customers can utilize available capacity from the

committed IOPS that are not being currently used. This provides another advantage, as

customers can receive guaranteed levels of performance, but when those levels are not being

fully utilized the remaining capacity can be used to service other customer requests. Such an

approach enables the regular customers (without guarantees) to receive improved

performance, without the need for the provider to purchase excess capacity or provide

capacity that is not being utilized a vast majority of the time.

[0052] In some embodiments, any of Customers A-C can exceed their performance

guarantees. For example, Customer A might, for a period of time, submit requests on the

order of 250 IOPS. For the 50 IOPS above the committed rate, those requests in some

embodiments can be treated as normal requests and processed at the same performance level

as those of customers D-Z. In an overload situation, any throttling, slow down, or other

reduction in processing can then be applied to the 145 or so IOPS that are not subject to

guarantees. The guaranteed levels for Customers A, B, and C will not be affected, as the

overflow adjustments are made to the non-committed portion. Accordingly, customers with

non-guaranteed levels of service can be charged lower prices per request, period, etc.

[0053] In other embodiments, when any of Customers A-C exceed its performance

guarantees, that customer can receive a "blended" or other level of service. In a situation

where each request for a customer is treated individually or without context, such that any

single request over a committed rate can be treated as a request without a committed rate,

there can be a negative impact on the other requests for that customer. For example, if

Customer A has a committed rate of 250 IOPS and at one point issues 25 1 requests in a

second, that single request over the rate commitment can be processed much more slowly

than the other requests, such as at 20ms instead of 1ms. If the customer application is

expecting a performance level of about 1ms and experiences a slowdown with respect to one

request, that can have an impact on the processing of the other requests as well, and can cause

a significant slowdown or other problems for the application even though the customer only

slightly exceeded the threshold for a short period of time.



[0054] Systems and methods in accordance with various embodiments address such a

situation by providing a "boost" or blended rate to customers with rate guarantees who

exceed those guarantees, which provides a level of service between a committed and

uncommitted rate. For example, a customer with a rate guarantee might have any excess

requests placed at or near the front of the "queue" for uncommitted requests. In other

embodiments, the customer might receive a lower rate commitment for those requests, such

as might experience a delay of about 5ms, which are not processed at the same rate as

requests within the committed rate, but are processed more quickly than for customers

without a committed rate. The amount of delay can be related in some embodiments to the

amount of overage and the length of time that the customer is over the guaranteed rate, to

provide a relatively uniform degradation in performance that is at least somewhat

proportional to the amount of overage. For example, a customer with a guaranteed rate of

100 IOPS who is consistently sending requests at a rate of 500 per second would likely not

receive as much of a boost as a customer with a 250 IOPS guaranteed rate who occasionally

goes over by a handful of requests. In some embodiments, a customer can be provided with

the same rate for any overage, but can be charged a premium for each such request. Many

other variations are possible as well within the scope of the various embodiments.

[0055] To manage the commitments, components of a control plane can essentially make

reservations against specific servers or other resources in the data plane. In FIG. 3 where

three customers want a total of 355 IOPS committed, the control plane can reserve that level

against a single server, for example, and allocate the remainder to any other customer

provisioned on that server. The control plane can also ensure that more volumes are not

allocated to a server than the server can handle, due to space limitations, the number of I/Os

that need to be generated, or any other such factor.

[0056] In some cases, a customer might want a guaranteed level of service that exceeds the

"committable" capacity for a given resource. For example, in FIG. 3 it was stated that the

server could allocate 400 IOPS, but 355 are already allocated to Customers A-C. If another

customer wants 300 IOPS, that number would exceed the allowed amount (as well as the

average capacity) of the server. Thus, the customer cannot receive the desired commitment

on that server. Using the management components of the control plane, however, the

commitment rate can be allocated across multiple servers. For example, in the allocation 400

of FIG. 4, it is shown that Customer A sends a request from a user device 402 requesting a

guarantee of 300 IOPS. The control plane in some embodiments can search the available

servers to determine if a server is available with 300 IOPS left for guarantees. If not, the



control plane can attempt to spread the IOPS across as few servers as possible. In this case,

the control plane determines to allocate the IOPS guarantee across three servers, with a first

server 404 providing a guarantee of 100 IOPS, a second server 406 providing a guarantee of

125 IOPS, and a third server 408 providing a guarantee of 75 IOPS. Thus, a volume does

not need to be resident on a single server as in many conventional systems, but can be

partitioned across multiple servers. The allocation across multiple servers also enables

customers to utilize larger data volumes, such as volumes of 50 terabytes instead of 1

terabyte, as the data can be spread across multiple servers. In such an embodiment, a

customer can purchase between 1GB and 50TB of storage, for example, with a desired

commitment rate, such as a rate between 0 IOPS and 5,000 IOPS. Based on one or more of

these values selected by a customer, the control plane can determine an appropriate, if not

optimal, way to provide those guarantees using available resources in the data plane.

[0057] In some embodiments, the committed rate might be allocated up to 100% of the

capacity of a server. An amount of un-committed usage can be predicted and/or monitored,

such that a number of customers can be allocated to resources that are fully committed, as

long as the customer is willing to take resources only as they come available. Certain

customers might not care when IOPS occur, particularly for certain writes, such that they

would be willing to pay a lower rate to utilize resources that are guaranteed up to 100%,

knowing that some customers likely will not utilize their full guaranteed levels. Such an

approach assists the provider in maximizing the utilization of each resource by allocating un-

commited IOPS on resources that are otherwise "fully" committed.

[0058] Further, different types of customers will have different requirements. For example,

if a disk has 100TB of space and 100 IOPS capacity, a first customer might want to store

90TB of vacation photos that are rarely accessed. That customer might be interested in

purchasing 90TB of storage space along with an uncommitted level of IOPS. Another user

might want a 1TB database that is going to be under constant use, such that the user might

want about 100 IOPS. In this example, the first customer could be sold 90%> of the for

storage, and the other customer can be allocated 90% (or more) of the IOPS of the disk as a

commitment. Due to the nature of the customers, they both could be provisioned on the same

disk, where otherwise each might have required a dedicated disk.

[0059] Enabling others to utilize the unused portion of a customer's committed allocation

can benefit that customer as well, because the customer may not have to pay for the entire

allocation and thus can receive a lower cost that would be required for a dedicated resource.

Further, the customer will still receive the guaranteed level of service. When the customer is



at the full committed level, other customers on that device will have to reduce their rate of

request or wait longer per request. In some embodiments, a resource can be fully committed

and other users can still be provisioned on the device to utilize the unused portions of the

resource. In some cases, where predictions and monitoring accurately support such use, a

resource can even be committed for over 100%, where the actual use by the allocated

customers will almost never equal or surpass 100% usage. In such an embodiment, there can

be other resources that can pick up any overage in the event of an unlikely event where the

resource is overloaded.

[0060] In order to make commitments on a new resource (or new instance of a resource),

certain default information can be used to make commitments. It can be desirable to use

relatively conservative numbers as the defaults, in order to prevent over-committing a

resource. For example, a control plane component can use general default information that

each spindle of a particular type can handle 100-120 IOPS. If there are twelve spindles per

server, there can be about 1200-1440 IOPS available per server. The control plane

components can be conservative, initially, and can allocate a first amount, such as up to 400

IOPS, until more information is gained about the performance and usage of that resource. In

certain examples customer utilization is about 10%, such that in many instances customers

are using only 10%> of the available IOPS. Thus, dedicating 40%> to guaranteed IOPS would

still be four times more than is actually being used, and thus likely is still a conservative

number. Each server in the data plane can track the amount of available space on the server,

and can store the number of IOPS that are committed for that server. Thus, when a new

volume is to be created, the control plane components can determine a server that, out of that

400 IOPS, has enough capacity available that the server is willing to commit for that volume.

An approach in one embodiment is to ask servers, at random or in a particular order, whether

they can take a specific number of IOPS, and this continues until a server is located that can

accept the IOPS. When the information is also stored in the control plane, however, the

control plane can select an appropriate server first and then contact that server to take the

volume.

[0061] In some cases, a customer having a committed IOPS rate, or other resource

commitment, might want or need to adjust that rate. For example, a customer application

might support additional users or additional functionality might be pushed out onto the cloud.

In another example, a customer might want to reduce the number of committed IOPS when

the customer is no longer in need of the currently committed capacity. In yet other examples,

a customer might want higher committed rates during periods of peak use, but lower



committed rates at all other times. Various other situations can arise as well, where a

customer may desire a change in the committed rate.

[0062] As discussed, many conventional systems would require a user wanting a greater

committed rate to purchase or otherwise obtain additional hardware, which often is not cost

effective for the user and can take a significant amount of time to obtain, install, and/or

activate. Similarly, users wanting a lower commitment would often be stuck with the

hardware already purchased, or left to attempt to resell the hardware to attempt to recoup

some of the expenditure.

[0063] Systems and methods in accordance with various embodiments enable rate

commitments to be adjusted dynamically, in response to customer requests, established

thresholds, usage variations, or any of a number of other such criteria or inputs. The system

can automatically adjust resources as needed, such as to provision or allocate additional

resources, add or move data volumes, split customers across multiple resources, or any of a

number of other such actions as described and suggested herein. The system in various

embodiments includes at least one monitoring component operable to monitor usage of

resources in a data environment and adjust the utilization of the resources based on

established criteria. The control plane also can include one or more interfaces (e.g., Web

service APIs) enabling customers to request specific changes, or establish criteria to be used

in making such changes. Various other approaches can be used as well within the scope of

the various embodiments.

[0064] FIG. 5 illustrates an example situation 500 wherein each of four different customers

has a rate guaranteed against a common server 502. In this example, the server has a

(committable) rate capacity of 400 IOPS, and each customer has a committed rate of 100

IOPS. As discussed above, many customers do not utilize their entire committed allocation

such that the entire capacity of the server can be committed in various embodiments, as any

overage by one or more of those customers can likely be processed using the unused capacity

committed to one or more of the other users.

[0065] In certain instances, however, it can be desirable to adjust the way in which the rate

commitment is provided for at least one of the customers utilizing that server. If one of the

customers needs a higher rate commitment in this for example, there would not be sufficient

committable capacity on the server to accommodate the higher rate. In such a situation, the

data volume for which the additional rate commitment is needed can be automatically



migrated to another server without any knowledge or actions required on the part of the

customer.

[0066] In a first example 600, as illustrated in FIG. 6, Customer A from FIG. 5 is to

receive an IOPS rate commitment increase from 100 IOPS to 200 IOPS. As can be seen, the

full committable capacity of the current server instance 502 is already allocated, such that the

server cannot provide the additional commitment for Customer A. In this embodiment, the

system (or service) locates a resource instance 602 with the necessary available capacity to

provide the entire rate commitment for Customer A. Thus, a process or workflow of a

management system (or another such component or process) can migrate the data volume and

cause the customer I/O requests to be directed to, and handled by, the second server instance

602 without any change necessary to the corresponding client application, etc. The

management process can cause any appropriate actions to be performed, such as to provision

a new data instance and/or move customer data, update address mapping in the data plane,

etc., such that the customer can receive the higher commitment rate without any actions or

changes needed to be taken on the part of the customer.

[0067] Using components such as those discussed above, FIG. 7 illustrates an example

process 700 by which a guaranteed level of service, or committed rate of processing, for a

resource can be updated for a given customer in accordance with various embodiments. As

should be understood, the illustrated steps are examples, and that additional, fewer, or

alternative steps can be performed in similar or alternative orders, or in parallel, within the

scope of the various embodiments. Further, the process can be performed for any appropriate

components or elements, such as at least one data instance, repository, or other such data

source in a data environment, here a data plane, using a control plane or a similar data control

application or service. While the term "customer" is used herein to refer to the "owner" of

specific data, or a data store or instance hosted by the system, it should be understood that the

term customer is used merely for convenience, and that any appropriate user or developer can

be allowed to access the control plane and data plane in the various embodiments.

[0068] In an embodiment where the rate change is triggered by a user request, a Web

services call or similar request is received through one of a plurality of APIs or other such

customer-facing interface components 702. The request can be analyzed to determine any

actions needed to process the request, where necessary. As discussed, this can take the form

of a component of a Web services layer parsing the request to determine the action(s) being

requested. In an embodiment where the API receiving the request corresponds to a specific



action to be performed, the Web services layer can extract information from the request to be

used in determining aspects or parameters of the action to be performed.

[0069] Once one or more requested (or necessary) actions are determined, the system can

determine the resource(s) (e.g., servers) that the customer is currently using 704, as well as

the additional committable capacity of the resource(s) 706. As discussed, in some

embodiments this includes searching against a table in a data store accessible to the

management system, or other such repository, to determine whether a resource has the

desired capacity. In other embodiments, this can involve contacting the servers individually.

Even though capacity can be provided by multiple resource instances, it can be desirable

from at least a management standpoint to attempt to provide the additional rate commitment

using a resource that the customer is already using, instead of spreading the customer

requests across another resource. If the current resources(s) being used by that customer have

the additional committable capacity to satisfy the request 708, the process can cause the

resource(s) to allocate the additional commitment 710, whereby the additional rate can be

available immediately to the customer. Information for the change in commitment can be

stored to a table accessible to the management system 718.

[0070] If there is not sufficient committable capacity on the resources allocated to the

customer, the process can attempt to locate at least one resource with capacity to satisfy the

new rate request 712. In some embodiments, if a single resource instance is available that is

able to provide the desired capacity, the customer allocation can be transferred to that single

resource instance instead of being spread across multiple instances. In other embodiments,

additional capacity can be provided by adding the additional capacity of another available

resource instance. In some embodiments, the system can attempt to consolidate the

allocation for a customer where possible, to minimize or at least reduce the number of

instances allocated to a single customer. Various other approaches can be used as well within

the scope of the various embodiments.

[0071] When at least one additional resource instance is located that is able to provide the

additional commitment, the process can cause the resource(s) to allocate the additional

commitment 714. Mapping information for the additional resource(s) is generated in order to

properly direct requests for the customer 716. Information for the change in commitment can

be stored to a table or repository accessible to the management system 718. After the

commitment is applied and any necessary configuration or provisioning actions performed,

the customer is able to directly access the resource for which the guarantee was applied, and

subsequent requests can be processed using the increased commitment 720. As mentioned,



the user can provided with a DNS address and port number, for example, such that if the

action resulted in movement of data or another similar action, the customer or an application

can continue to use the same DNS address, which will be directed to the appropriate location.

[0072] In some embodiments, the customer might not be allocated to a single resource

instance. For example, there might not be a single instance with sufficient capacity to fill the

entire commitment. In other cases, the system might be configured to add the additional

capacity using a single resource, if possible, while leaving the existing customer allocation on

the current resources, thereby minimizing volume changes, etc. In other embodiments, the

system might prefer to fill the capacity of existing resource instances before allocating

additional resources .

[0073] FIG. 8 illustrates an example 800 wherein the full commitment is not provided by a

single resource instance, for any of the above or other appropriate reasons. Again, using the

initial example allocation of FIG. 5 as a starting point, in this example the original 100 IOPS

for Customer A are still provided by Server X 502. For the additional 100 IOPS, however,

the additional requests are allocated to a second server, Server Y 802. In this example, the

second server instance handles requests for other customers, but has sufficient available and

committable capacity to handle the additional allocation for Customer A. As discussed

above, in some embodiments the second server instance could be selected by analyzing data

stored in a data store of the control plane to locate an appropriate server to provide the

additional committed rate. In other embodiments, servers might be contacted individually

until a server is found that can at least accept the additional resource commitment for the

customer.

[0074] In some cases, the requested commitment increase cannot be provided by a single

resource instance. For example, continuing with the initial starting point of FIG. 5, each

server might only be able to commit 400 IOPS. If Customer A wants to increase from 100

IOPS to 600 IOPS, the committed rate will be unable to be provided by a single resource.

Thus, at least two additional resource instances would be needed if the original 100 IOPS are

to continue to be provided by the first server instance 502. In some embodiments, however,

it is desirable to partition or allocate a customer across as few resources as possible, for

reasons such as to reduce management complexity and mapping, etc. FIG. 9 illustrates an

example allocation 900 wherein the requests for Customer A are removed from Server X 502,

the data volume is migrated and split, and the full committed rate is assigned across two

resource instances. Here, 400 IOPS are assigned to Server Y 902, with 200 IOPS assigned to

a third resource instance, Server Z 904, although other relative allocations could be used as



well as should be apparent. By moving the initial requests from the first resource instance

502, the system is able to provide the requested rate commitment using two resource

instances instead of three.

[0075] As should be apparent, the rate commitment for a given user also can decrease for

any of a number of similar reasons. Thus, at least some of the approaches used above to

increase commitments can be used substantially in reverse to decrease rate commitments.

For example, in FIG. 6 where the user has 200 IOPS split evenly over two resource

instances, if the user rate decreases to 100 IOPS then the system could select either instance

to retain the 100 IOPS commitment and allow the other to release the commitment. If the

rate falls to a level greater than 100 IOPS available on one of the servers, such as a rate of

150 IOPS, the system could leave 100 IOPS on one server and either leave the other 50 IOPS

on the current second server, or move those IOPS to a third server with about 50 IOPS on that

server, in order to more fully utilize the third server and increase the available capacity on the

second server.

[0076] In the situation of FIG. 9, the user moved from 100 IOPS on Server X to 400 IOPS

on Server Y and 200 IOPS on server Z. If the user moved back to 200 IOPS or 400 IOPS, the

system could simply utilize the server that already has that amount allocated to the customer,

and release the commitment on the other server. If the user went down to 100 IOPS, the

system could reduce the allocation on either Server Y or Z to 100 IOPS, or could move the

customer back to Server X, if Server X still has 100 IOPS available, in order to maximize the

usage of Server X and maximize the available capacity on Servers Y and Z. In other cases,

the system might decide to move the customer to yet another server (not shown) that has a

capacity that most closely matches the desired level of IOPS.

[0077] In addition to moving, consolidating, or otherwise managing existing resources

when adjusting capacity, systems and methods in accordance with various embodiments can

also monitor changes in available resources and update resource allocation in response to

these changes. For example, FIG. 10 illustrates an example allocation 1000 wherein a

customer has a committed rate of 400 IOPS. The committed rate is provided using three

different servers 1002, 1004, 1006. In some embodiments, the system can detect when a

resource instance becomes available, such as Server Z 1008, which is shown to have a

committable capacity of 400 IOPS. Instead of allocating new customer requests to the newly

available resource instance, the system in certain embodiments can analyze existing

allocations to attempt to consolidate existing customers onto fewer devices and/or instances.

In this example, it is determined that server Z 808 has 400 available IOPS, and that Customer



A has a committed rate of 400 IOPS spread across three servers. In order to consolidate as

much as possible, the system could decide to utilize Server Z to provide all 400 IOPS for

customer A. Such an approach can help to lower the complexity of managing and mapping

various resources instances, etc., as discussed above.

[0078] The decision to consolidate a customer onto fewer devices can be triggered by any

of a number of events. In some embodiments, the control plane can communicate with each

resource instance periodically in order to determine when a change in available capacity, such

that consolidation might be possible. In some embodiments, when there is a reduction in

commitments for a resource instance, such as when a customer lowers a committed rate or no

longer utilizes the resource, a task can be established in the job queue of the control

environment to check the commitments in the Admin data store, or other location, to

determine if any consolidation is possible. A similar approach could be utilized whenever a

new resource instance is provisioned in the data environment, such that a new record would

be stored in the control environment, for example. Various other approaches can be used as

well, such as to periodically analyze the commitment information stored in the control

environment to determine possible approaches to consolidation. In cases where a user only

requires a temporary increase or decrease in commitments, however, the system might not

decide to consolidate in order to minimize the copying of data, mapping updates, etc. Thus,

certain criteria (e.g., commitment usage, length of time at the current commitment level, etc.)

can be utilized in various embodiments to determine whether to consolidate the resources for

any given user.

[0079] As discussed, differing commitment levels can be allocated and/or data volumes

migrated for any of a number of reasons within the scope of the various embodiments. For

example, a customer might explicitly request a change in resource commitment, such as by

sending a Web services request to an appropriate API of a management system. A customer

might also contact an administrator or other authorized user, who can submit such a request

on behalf of the customer.

[0080] In various embodiments, the adjustments can be made due at least in part to detected

changes in any of a number of different aspects of the resources in the data plane, as well as

the usage of those resources. For example, a particular resource instance might be in an

overload situation for longer periods of time than are acceptable, such as might be based upon

specified criteria or thresholds. In such a situation, the system can decide to move at least

one customer to a different instance, in order to reduce the average load on the often

overloaded resource instance. In other embodiments, a customer might frequently exceed the



committed rate, such that the system might decide to migrate the data volume for that

customer to a resource with greater capacity.

[0081] In some embodiments, the system might automatically adjust rates or other resource

commitments for various users. For example, a customer might be willing to pay for

different levels of commitments at different times, but might not want to pay for the highest

commitment rate when the customer is not using much of the committed capacity. In one

such embodiment, a customer can select two or more levels, tiers, or other values that can be

used for commitment rates at various times. For example, a customer might be willing to pay

for a committed rate of up to 500 IOPS if the committed rate is being used at least 75% of

capacity. If the usage is less than 75% for a period of time, the committed rate might drop to

a lower value, such as a committed rate of 350 IOPS. The rate might stay at 350 IOPS until

either the usage drops below 75% of the 350 IOPS for a period of time, at which time the rate

might adjust to 200 IOPS, or the usage increases to at least 110% of the committed rate for a

period of time, at which time the committed rate might adjust back to 500 IOPS. The periods

of time necessary to increase or decrease the committed rate might be different, as the

customer might favor either having committed rates for requests as much as possible or only

paying for higher committed rates when absolutely necessary, for example. Further, there

can be any appropriate thresholds, number of tiers, possible rates, or other such values within

the scope of the various embodiments.

[0082] In some embodiments, an increase in rate commitment can be tied to the processing

performance of the I/O requests for a customer. For example, a customer with a specified

commitment rate might not want to increase the rate as long as the customer's I/O requests

are being processed in a timely fashion. As discussed, excessive requests can be processed in

a timely fashion as long as there is sufficient uncommitted capacity on a resource, or there is

unused committed capacity. If the resource enters an overload situation, for example, the

excess requests may not be processed in a timely fashion, and could be slowed down in order

to attempt to recover from the excessive load. The customer can authorize the system in such

a situation to automatically increase the committed rate, on the same resource or a different

resource, in order to ensure that subsequent requests from the customer are processed in a

timely fashion. Similarly, the usage of various resources can be monitored such that if

capacity exists, the customer can automatically drop down to a lower committed rate as long

as any excess requests will likely be processed without significant delay.

[0083] By providing commitments at varying granularities, a provider can provide a

number of different pricing schemes. For example, a user might pay a certain amount for



each committed IOPS, such as $0.30 per guaranteed IOPS, whether or not the user actually

uses that amount. Thus, if a user purchases a commitment of 100 IOPS for a month, the user

would pay $30 regardless of the actual usage, as the user is paying for the commitment.

Various other pricing approaches can be used as well, such as various tiered pricing schemes.

In other embodiments, a user might pay a premium for a level of committed IOPS, but that

amount might be offset by the amount of unused commitment that was utilized by other

users. For example, a user might pay $30 for 100 IOPS for a month, but if on average other

users utilized 25 of those committed IOPS allocated to that customer, the customer might see

a reduction such as $0.05 per IOPS, for a total monthly fee of $25. If the rate is adjusted

during a specific period of time, the charge to the customer can reflect the different rates

apportioned over that period.

[0084] As discussed, a customer might go over their committed amount as well. Various

pricing approaches can be used for these extra IOPS within the scope of various

embodiments. In one embodiment, the customer is charged the same for the excess IOPS as

any customer having un-committed IOPS (e.g., $0.10 per IOPS), and the customer requests

are treated the same as these requests. In other embodiments, the customer can select to pay

extra per IOPS to be handled with the other requests, but given priority over standard

requests. In some embodiments, a customer can pay a premium to have their excess requests

processed within the available committed resources of another customer, such that the

requests will be handled as a committed request as long as at least one other customer on the

resource is below their level of commitment. While customers may want the ability to spike

request rates if needed, in certain embodiments users might be capped at a certain level,

whether to limit customer costs, ensure certain levels of quality of service, or for other such

reasons. The ability to exceed guaranteed levels can also be beneficial to customers who are

scaling a system or application, as the customer can determine areas of need without

suffering significantly in quality of service.

[0085] FIG. 11 illustrates an example of an environment 1100 that can utilize and/or take

advantage of aspects in accordance with various embodiments. As will be appreciated,

although a Web-based environment is used for purposes of explanation, different

environments may be used, as appropriate, to implement various embodiments. The

environment 1100 shown includes both a testing or development portion (or side) and a

production portion. The production portion includes an electronic client device 1102, which

can include any appropriate device operable to send and receive requests, messages, or

information over an appropriate network 1104 and convey information back to a user of the



device. Examples of such client devices include personal computers, cell phones, handheld

messaging devices, laptop computers, set-top boxes, personal data assistants, electronic book

readers, and the like. The network can include any appropriate network, including an

intranet, the Internet, a cellular network, a local area network, or any other such network or

combination thereof. Components used for such a system can depend at least in part upon

the type of network and/or environment selected. Protocols and components for

communicating via such a network are well known and will not be discussed herein in detail.

Communication over the network can be enabled by wired or wireless connections, and

combinations thereof. In this example, the network includes the Internet, as the environment

includes a Web server 1106 for receiving requests and serving content in response thereto,

although for other networks an alternative device serving a similar purpose could be used as

would be apparent to one of ordinary skill in the art.

[0086] The illustrative environment includes at least one application server 1108 and a data

store 1110. It should be understood that there can be several application servers, layers, or

other elements, processes, or components, which may be chained or otherwise configured,

which can interact to perform tasks such as obtaining data from an appropriate data store. As

used herein the term "data store" refers to any device or combination of devices capable of

storing, accessing, and retrieving data, which may include any combination and number of

data servers, databases, data storage devices, and data storage media, in any standard,

distributed, or clustered environment. The application server can include any appropriate

hardware and software for integrating with the data store as needed to execute aspects of one

or more applications for the client device, handling a majority of the data access and business

logic for an application. The application server provides access control services in

cooperation with the data store, and is able to generate content such as text, graphics, audio,

and/or video to be transferred to the user, which may be served to the user by the Web server

in the form of HTML, XML, or another appropriate structured language in this example. The

handling of all requests and responses, as well as the delivery of content between the client

device 1102 and the application server 1108, can be handled by the Web server. It should be

understood that the Web and application servers are not required and are merely example

components, as structured code discussed herein can be executed on any appropriate device

or host machine as discussed elsewhere herein. Further, the environment can be architected

in such a way that a test automation framework can be provided as a service to which a user

or application can subscribe. A test automation framework can be provided as an

implementation of any of the various testing patterns discussed herein, although various other

implementations can be used as well, as discussed or suggested herein.



[0087] The environment also includes a development and/or testing side, which includes a

user device 1118 allowing a user such as a developer, data administrator, or tester to access

the system. The user device 1118 can be any appropriate device or machine, such as is

described above with respect to the client device 1102. The environment also includes a

development server 1120, which functions similar to the application server 1108 but typically

runs code during development and testing before the code is deployed and executed on the

production side and is accessible to outside users, for example. In some embodiments, an

application server can function as a development server, and separate production and testing

storage may not be used.

[0088] The data store 1110 can include several separate data tables, databases, or other data

storage mechanisms and media for storing data relating to a particular aspect. For example,

the data store illustrated includes mechanisms for storing production data 1112 and user

information 1116, which can be used to serve content for the production side. The data store

also is shown to include a mechanism for storing testing data 1114, which can be used with

the user information for the testing side. It should be understood that there can be many other

aspects that may need to be stored in the data store, such as for page image information and

access right information, which can be stored in any of the above listed mechanisms as

appropriate or in additional mechanisms in the data store 1110. The data store 1110 is

operable, through logic associated therewith, to receive instructions from the application

server 1108 or development server 1120, and obtain, update, or otherwise process data in

response thereto. In one example, a user might submit a search request for a certain type of

item. In this case, the data store might access the user information to verify the identity of the

user, and can access the catalog detail information to obtain information about items of that

type. The information then can be returned to the user, such as in a results listing on a Web

page that the user is able to view via a browser on the user device 1102. Information for a

particular item of interest can be viewed in a dedicated page or window of the browser.

[0089] Each server typically will include an operating system that provides executable

program instructions for the general administration and operation of that server, and typically

will include a computer-readable medium storing instructions that, when executed by a

processor of the server, allow the server to perform its intended functions. Suitable

implementations for the operating system and general functionality of the servers are known

or commercially available, and are readily implemented by persons having ordinary skill in

the art, particularly in light of the disclosure herein.



[0090] The environment in one embodiment is a distributed computing environment

utilizing several computer systems and components that are interconnected via

communication links, using one or more computer networks or direct connections. However,

it will be appreciated by those of ordinary skill in the art that such a system could operate

equally well in a system having fewer or a greater number of components than are illustrated

in FIG. 11. Thus, the depiction of the system 1100 in FIG. 11 should be taken as being

illustrative in nature, and not limiting to the scope of the disclosure.

[0091] An environment such as that illustrated in FIG. 11 can be useful for a provider such

as an electronic marketplace, wherein multiple hosts might be used to perform tasks such as

serving content, authenticating users, performing payment transactions, or performing any of

a number of other such tasks. Some of these hosts may be configured to offer the same

functionality, while other servers might be configured to perform at least some different

functions. The electronic environment in such cases might include additional components

and/or other arrangements, such as those illustrated in the configuration 200 of FIG. 2,

discussed in detail below.

[0092] As discussed above, the various embodiments can be implemented in a wide variety

of operating environments, which in some cases can include one or more user computers,

computing devices, or processing devices which can be used to operate any of a number of

applications. User or client devices can include any of a number of general purpose personal

computers, such as desktop or laptop computers running a standard operating system, as well

as cellular, wireless, and handheld devices running mobile software and capable of

supporting a number of networking and messaging protocols. Such a system also can include

a number of workstations running any of a variety of commercially-available operating

systems and other known applications for purposes such as development and database

management. These devices also can include other electronic devices, such as dummy

terminals, thin-clients, gaming systems, and other devices capable of communicating via a

network.

[0093] Various aspects also can be implemented as part of at least one service or Web

service, such as may be part of a service-oriented architecture. Services such as Web services

can communicate using any appropriate type of messaging, such as by using messages in

extensible markup language (XML) format and exchanged using an appropriate protocol such

as SOAP (derived from the "Simple Object Access Protocol"). Processes provided or

executed by such services can be written in any appropriate language, such as the Web

Services Description Language (WSDL). Using a language such as WSDL allows for



functionality such as the automated generation of client-side code in various SOAP

frameworks.

[0094] Most embodiments utilize at least one network that would be familiar to those

skilled in the art for supporting communications using any of a variety of commercially-

available protocols, such as TCP/IP, OSI, FTP, UPnP, NFS, CIFS, and AppleTalk. The

network can be, for example, a local area network, a wide-area network, a virtual private

network, the Internet, an intranet, an extranet, a public switched telephone network, an

infrared network, a wireless network, and any combination thereof.

[0095] In embodiments utilizing a Web server, the Web server can run any of a variety of

server or mid-tier applications, including HTTP servers, FTP servers, CGI servers, data

servers, Java servers, and business application servers. The server(s) also may be capable of

executing programs or scripts in response requests from user devices, such as by executing

one or more Web applications that may be implemented as one or more scripts or programs

written in any programming language, such as Java®, C, C# or C++, or any scripting

language, such as Perl, Python, or TCL, as well as combinations thereof. The server(s) may

also include database servers, including without limitation those commercially available from

Oracle®, Microsoft®, Sybase®, and IBM®.

[0096] The environment can include a variety of data stores and other memory and storage

media as discussed above. These can reside in a variety of locations, such as on a storage

medium local to (and/or resident in) one or more of the computers or remote from any or all

of the computers across the network. In a particular set of embodiments, the information may

reside in a storage-area network ("SAN") familiar to those skilled in the art. Similarly, any

necessary files for performing the functions attributed to the computers, servers, or other

network devices may be stored locally and/or remotely, as appropriate. Where a system

includes computerized devices, each such device can include hardware elements that may be

electrically coupled via a bus, the elements including, for example, at least one central

processing unit (CPU), at least one input device (e.g., a mouse, keyboard, controller, touch

screen, or keypad), and at least one output device (e.g., a display device, printer, or speaker).

Such a system may also include one or more storage devices, such as disk drives, optical

storage devices, and solid-state storage devices such as random access memory ("RAM") or

read-only memory ("ROM"), as well as removable media devices, memory cards, flash cards,

etc.



[0097] Such devices also can include a computer-readable storage media reader, a

communications device (e.g., a modem, a network card (wireless or wired), an infrared

communication device, etc.), and working memory as described above. The computer-

readable storage media reader can be connected with, or configured to receive, a computer-

readable storage medium, representing remote, local, fixed, and/or removable storage devices

as well as storage media for temporarily and/or more permanently containing, storing,

transmitting, and retrieving computer-readable information. The system and various devices

also typically will include a number of software applications, modules, services, or other

elements located within at least one working memory device, including an operating system

and application programs, such as a client application or Web browser. It should be

appreciated that alternate embodiments may have numerous variations from that described

above. For example, customized hardware might also be used and/or particular elements

might be implemented in hardware, software (including portable software, such as applets),

or both. Further, connection to other computing devices such as network input/output

devices may be employed.

[0098] Storage media and computer readable media for containing code, or portions of

code, can include any appropriate media known or used in the art, including storage media

and communication media, such as but not limited to volatile and non-volatile, removable

and non-removable media implemented in any method or technology for storage and/or

transmission of information such as computer readable instructions, data structures, program

modules, or other data, including RAM, ROM, EEPROM, flash memory or other memory

technology, CD-ROM, digital versatile disk (DVD) or other optical storage, magnetic

cassettes, magnetic tape, magnetic disk storage or other magnetic storage devices, or any

other medium which can be used to store the desired information and which can be accessed

by the a system device. Based on the disclosure and teachings provided herein, a person of

ordinary skill in the art will appreciate other ways and/or methods to implement the various

embodiments.

[0099] The specification and drawings are, accordingly, to be regarded in an illustrative

rather than a restrictive sense. It will, however, be evident that various modifications and

changes may be made thereunto without departing from the broader spirit and scope of the

invention as set forth in the claims.

[0100] Clause 1. A computer-implemented method of adjusting usage of shared

computing resources, comprising:

under control of one or more computer systems configured with executable instructions,



receiving a request for an adjusted committed request rate for a customer with respect to a

type of resource, the customer having a current committed request rate for the type of

resource, the request capable of specifying a committed request rate corresponding to any

portion of a capacity of one or more instances of the type of resource;

if the adjusted committed request rate is less than the current committed request rate,

automatically reducing the committed request rate for at least one instance of the type of

resource for the customer;

if the request relates to increasing the committed request rate, automatically committing at

least a portion of an available committable rate capacity of at least one instance of the type of

resource to obtain the adjusted committed request rate; and

storing information for the adjusted committed request rate for the customer for use in

managing a rate of request handling for the customer.

[0101] Clause 2 . The computer-implemented method of clause 1, wherein

reducing the committed request rate includes reducing a number of instances of the type of

resource providing the committed request rate for the customer when a fewer number of

instances is available to provide the committed request rate.

[0102] Clause 3 . The computer-implemented method of clause 1, wherein

increasing or reducing the committed request rate includes automatically moving at least one

request handling commitment to a different instance of the type of resource providing the

committed request rate for the customer.

[0103] Clause 4 . The computer-implemented method of clause 1, wherein the adjusted

committed request rate is capable of being supplied by a single determined instance or a

plurality of determined instances each providing at least a portion of the requested committed

request rate, each determined instance further capable of having additional users sharing the

resource when request capacity for the instance allows for the additional users.

[0104] Clause 5 . The computer-implemented method of clause 1, wherein the

committed request rate for a type of resource is a committed rate of input/output operations

per second (IOPS) for a data server.

[0105] Clause 6 . The computer-implemented method of clause 1, wherein each instance

is capable of supporting committed request rates for multiple customers, each instance further

capable of supporting requests for additional customers without committed request rates.



[0106] Clause 7 . The computer-implemented method of clause 1, wherein at least one

instance is configured to process requests for customers with uncommitted request rates using

an uncommitted or unused portion of the capacity of the instance, and

wherein in an overload situation the requests for customers with committed request rates are

handled at a normal rate and requests for customers without committed request rates are

slowed down to overcome the overload situation.

[0107] Clause 8. The computer-implemented method of clause 1, wherein a customer

with a committed request rate is able to exceed the committed request rate, any request over

the committed request rate being handled at a rate for requests without rate commitments or

at a blended rate between rates for requests with and without rate commitments.

[0108] Clause 9 . The computer-implemented method of clause 1, wherein determining

an available committable request capacity of at least one instance of the type of resource

includes randomly contacting instances for at least one of capacity or commitment

information.

[0109] Clause 10. The computer-implemented method of clause 1, further comprising:

charging the customer based at least in part on the committed request rate for that type of

resource for that customer.

[0110] Clause 11. A system for adjusting usage of a shared computing resource,

comprising:

at least one processor; and

memory including instructions that, when executed by the at least one processor, cause the

system to:

receive a request for an adjusted committed rate for a customer with respect to a type

of resource, the customer having a current committed rate for the type of resource, the

request capable of specifying a committed rate corresponding to any portion of a

capacity of one or more instances of the type of resource;

if the adjusted committed rate is less than the current committed rate, automatically

reduce the committed rate for at least one instance of the type of resource for the

customer;

if the request relates to increasing the committed rate, automatically commit at least a

portion of an available committable rate capacity of at least one instance of the type of

resource to obtain the adjusted committed rate; and



store information for the adjusted committed rate for the customer for use in

managing a rate of request handling for the customer.

[0111] Clause 12. The system of clause 11, wherein reducing the committed rate includes

reducing a number of instances of the type of resource providing the committed rate for the

customer when a fewer number of instances is available to provide the committed rate, and

wherein increasing or reducing the committed rate includes automatically moving at least one

usage commitment to a different instance of the type of resource providing the committed

rate for the customer.

[0112] Clause 13. A computer-implemented method of managing usage of shared

computing resources, comprising:

under control of one or more computer systems configured with executable instructions,

receiving a request for a committed usage rate for a type of resource, the request

capable of specifying a committed usage rate corresponding to any portion of a usage

capacity of one or more instances of the type of resource;

determining at least one instance of the type of resource operable to provide at least a

portion of the requested committed usage rate; and

assigning at least a portion of the requested committed usage rate to each determined

instance when the at least one determined instance is capable of providing the

committed usage rate,

wherein the committed usage rate is capable of being supplied by a single determined

instance or a plurality of determined instances each providing at least a portion of the

requested committed usage rate, each determined instance further capable of having

additional users sharing the resource when usage capacity for the instance allows for

the additional users, and

wherein a user is able to request a committed usage rate that is substantially

independent of the capacity of any single instance of the type of resource.

[0113] Clause 14. The computer-implemented method of clause 13, wherein the

committed usage rate for a type of resource is a committed rate of input/output operations per

second (IOPS) for a data server.

[0114] Clause 15. The computer-implemented method of clause 13, wherein determining

at least one instance of the type of resource operable to provide at least a portion of the

requested committed usage rate includes determining at least one instance having at least an

allowable portion of the capacity of that instance uncommitted to other users.



[0115] Clause 16. The computer-implemented method of clause 13, wherein if no

combination of instances is determined to be capable of providing the committed usage rate

corresponding to the request, the request is denied.

[0116] Clause 17. The computer-implemented method of clause 13, wherein a user with a

committed usage rate is able to exceed the committed usage rate, any request over the

committed usage rate being processed at a rate for requests without rate commitments or at a

blended rate between rates for requests with and without rate commitments.

[0117] Clause 18. A system for managing usage of a shared computing resource,

comprising:

at least one processor; and

memory including instructions that, when executed by the at least one processor, cause the

system to:

receive a request for a committed usage rate for a type of resource, the request capable

of specifying a committed usage rate corresponding to any portion of a usage capacity

of one or more instances of the type of resource;

determine at least one instance of the type of resource operable to provide at least a

portion of the requested committed usage rate; and

assign at least a portion of the requested committed usage rate to each determined

instance when the at least one determined instance is capable of providing the

committed usage rate,

wherein the committed usage rate is capable of being supplied by a single determined

instance or a plurality of determined instances each providing at least a portion of the

requested committed usage rate, each determined instance further capable of having

additional users sharing the resource when usage capacity for the instance allows for

the additional users, and

wherein a user is able to request a committed usage rate that is substantially

independent of the capacity of any single instance of the type of resource.

[0118] Clause 19. The system of clause 18, wherein determining at least one instance of

the type of resource operable to provide at least a portion of the requested committed usage

rate includes determining at least one instance having at least an allowable portion of the

capacity of that instance uncommitted to other users.



[0119] Clause 20. The system of clause 18, wherein at least one instance is configured to

process requests for users with uncommitted request rates using an uncommitted or unused

portion of the capacity of the instance, and

wherein in an overload situation the requests for users with committed usage rates are

processed at a normal rate and requests for users without committed usage rates are slowed

down to overcome the overload situation.



WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A computer-implemented method of adjusting usage of shared

computing resources, comprising:

under control of one or more computer systems configured with executable

instructions,

receiving a request for an adjusted committed request rate for a customer with

respect to a type of resource, the customer having a current committed request rate for the

type of resource, the request capable of specifying a committed request rate corresponding to

any portion of a capacity of one or more instances of the type of resource;

if the adjusted committed request rate is less than the current committed

request rate, automatically reducing the committed request rate for at least one instance of the

type of resource for the customer;

if the request relates to increasing the committed request rate, automatically

committing at least a portion of an available committable rate capacity of at least one instance

of the type of resource to obtain the adjusted committed request rate; and

storing information for the adjusted committed request rate for the customer for

use in managing a rate of request handling for the customer.

2 . The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein

reducing the committed request rate includes reducing a number of instances

of the type of resource providing the committed request rate for the customer when a fewer

number of instances is available to provide the committed request rate.

3 . The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein

increasing or reducing the committed request rate includes automatically

moving at least one request handling commitment to a different instance of the type of

resource providing the committed request rate for the customer.

4 . The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein the adjusted

committed request rate is capable of being supplied by a single determined instance or a

plurality of determined instances each providing at least a portion of the requested committed

request rate, each determined instance further capable of having additional users sharing the

resource when request capacity for the instance allows for the additional users.



5 . The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein the committed

request rate for a type of resource is a committed rate of input/output operations per second

(IOPS) for a data server.

6 . The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein each instance

is capable of supporting committed request rates for multiple customers, each instance further

capable of supporting requests for additional customers without committed request rates.

7 . The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein at least one

instance is configured to process requests for customers with uncommitted request rates using

an uncommitted or unused portion of the capacity of the instance, and

wherein in an overload situation the requests for customers with committed

request rates are handled at a normal rate and requests for customers without committed

request rates are slowed down to overcome the overload situation.

8. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein a customer

with a committed request rate is able to exceed the committed request rate, any request over

the committed request rate being handled at a rate for requests without rate commitments or

at a blended rate between rates for requests with and without rate commitments.

9 . The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein determining

an available committable request capacity of at least one instance of the type of resource

includes randomly contacting instances for at least one of capacity or commitment

information.

10. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, further comprising:

charging the customer based at least in part on the committed request rate for

that type of resource for that customer.

11. A system for adjusting usage of a shared computing resource,

comprising:

at least one processor; and

memory including instructions that, when executed by the at least one

processor, cause the system to:

receive a request for an adjusted committed rate for a customer with

respect to a type of resource, the customer having a current committed rate for the



type of resource, the request capable of specifying a committed rate corresponding to

any portion of a capacity of one or more instances of the type of resource;

if the adjusted committed rate is less than the current committed rate,

automatically reduce the committed rate for at least one instance of the type of

resource for the customer;

if the request relates to increasing the committed rate, automatically

commit at least a portion of an available committable rate capacity of at least one

instance of the type of resource to obtain the adjusted committed rate; and

store information for the adjusted committed rate for the customer for

use in managing a rate of request handling for the customer.

12. The system of claim 11, wherein reducing the committed rate includes

reducing a number of instances of the type of resource providing the committed rate for the

customer when a fewer number of instances is available to provide the committed rate, and

wherein increasing or reducing the committed rate includes automatically

moving at least one usage commitment to a different instance of the type of resource

providing the committed rate for the customer.

13. A computer-implemented method of managing usage of shared

computing resources, comprising:

under control of one or more computer systems configured with executable

instructions,

receiving a request for a committed usage rate for a type of resource,

the request capable of specifying a committed usage rate corresponding to any portion

of a usage capacity of one or more instances of the type of resource;

determining at least one instance of the type of resource operable to

provide at least a portion of the requested committed usage rate; and

assigning at least a portion of the requested committed usage rate to

each determined instance when the at least one determined instance is capable of

providing the committed usage rate,

wherein the committed usage rate is capable of being supplied by a

single determined instance or a plurality of determined instances each providing at

least a portion of the requested committed usage rate, each determined instance

further capable of having additional users sharing the resource when usage capacity

for the instance allows for the additional users, and



wherein a user is able to request a committed usage rate that is

substantially independent of the capacity of any single instance of the type of

resource.

14. The computer-implemented method of claim 13, wherein the

committed usage rate for a type of resource is a committed rate of input/output operations per

second (IOPS) for a data server.

15. The computer-implemented method of claim 13, wherein determining

at least one instance of the type of resource operable to provide at least a portion of the

requested committed usage rate includes determining at least one instance having at least an

allowable portion of the capacity of that instance uncommitted to other users.

16. The computer-implemented method of claim 13, wherein if no

combination of instances is determined to be capable of providing the committed usage rate

corresponding to the request, the request is denied.

17. The computer-implemented method of claim 13, wherein a user with a

committed usage rate is able to exceed the committed usage rate, any request over the

committed usage rate being processed at a rate for requests without rate commitments or at a

blended rate between rates for requests with and without rate commitments.

18. A system for managing usage of a shared computing resource,

comprising:

at least one processor; and

memory including instructions that, when executed by the at least one

processor, cause the system to:

receive a request for a committed usage rate for a type of resource, the

request capable of specifying a committed usage rate corresponding to any portion of

a usage capacity of one or more instances of the type of resource;

determine at least one instance of the type of resource operable to

provide at least a portion of the requested committed usage rate; and

assign at least a portion of the requested committed usage rate to each

determined instance when the at least one determined instance is capable of providing

the committed usage rate,

wherein the committed usage rate is capable of being supplied by a

single determined instance or a plurality of determined instances each providing at



least a portion of the requested committed usage rate, each determined instance

further capable of having additional users sharing the resource when usage capacity

for the instance allows for the additional users, and

wherein a user is able to request a committed usage rate that is

substantially independent of the capacity of any single instance of the type of

resource.

19. The system of claim 18, wherein determining at least one instance of

the type of resource operable to provide at least a portion of the requested committed usage

rate includes determining at least one instance having at least an allowable portion of the

capacity of that instance uncommitted to other users.

20. The system of claim 18, wherein at least one instance is configured to

process requests for users with uncommitted request rates using an uncommitted or unused

portion of the capacity of the instance, and

wherein in an overload situation the requests for users with committed usage

rates are processed at a normal rate and requests for users without committed usage rates are

slowed down to overcome the overload situation.
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